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Greetings!
A well-known politician once said that the one thing you can give a child that no one can ever take away from them is a
good education. During the year 36 students have been sponsored in schools and in tertiary education. A further 750
children have benefited indirectly through teachers salaries being paid, equipment for the schools or sponsorship for
educational trips
Tragically, one of our students Bala Musa Keita who was studying agriculture died suddenly, and we extend our deepest
sympathy to his family and friends.
We extend our congratulations to Sukai Jallow who recently graduated from University where she studied Economics and
Finance. We would also like to congratulate Musa Jallow, one of our past pupils, who qualified as a doctor and has won a
Commonwealth Scholarship for further studies in UK.
Through your generosity we are managing to help many young people in The Gambia. We are sponsoring young people
from kindergarten to University and it is really making a difference to their lives and giving them hope for a better future.
I must apologise that we were unable to send you a newsletter in the spring. We seem to be so busy “doing” that it is
hard to find the time to write it all up but we shall do our utmost in this newsletter to bring you up to date with all that is
happening.
It is really heart warming to watch our pupils grow and develop and I so wish that you, the people who enable us to make
such a difference, could witness it for yourselves. Your contributions are really helping our children and students to make
a better life for themselves as I hope you will see in the following pages. Thank you ALL so much and please share our
newsletter with friends who may also be interested in sponsoring. In this day and age where so many already have too
much, why not consider sponsoring a child or young adult as a meaningful gift for somebody?
On behalf of all the young people we sponsor, we thank you and wish you a Happy Christmas and health and happiness
for the New Year
With best wishes,

Heather Armstrong (Stella’s sister)
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Sanna and Ellen
Sanna and Ellen, sadly lost their mother when they were very young indeed. Their father, who had been working on
our building project at Makasutu, too he arrived at work looking very tired and stressed, with the children in tow. He
is not a Gambian but comes from Guinea so he did not have the usual family network to help him with the children.
I was impressed that he was such a caring father and with the hopes and dreams he had that his children would have
a better life than he had. Child care is always expensive if you have to buy it. He is now able to send the children to
school where they are doing well. They still come to visit us at Makasutu and I am always impressed at how polite
and well-mannered they are.

We would like to share just a few of the letters of thanks that we receive from grateful
students. So many of them are desperate for the opportunity to learn and the support that you
provide gives them the chance to improve their lives and help their families.

“With great joy I write, how having an opportunity to learn will make a difference in my life
and future.
Education is the gradual process of acquiring knowledge. It plays an important role in our life.
It gives us a knowledge of the world around us and change it into something better. It also
helps us build opinions and have points of view of things in life.
For living a luxurious life or for living a better life, you should be educated.
With SSS, I applaud you and your NGO on the financial aid given to me from primary to
university level. Without your support, my academic quest would have been quashed by now,
and my dreams and aspirations shattered.
Thanks for your support this far, May God bless you.”
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MUHAMED
Many of our regular volunteers and visitors to The Gambia will know of Muhamed. He was a little boy who lived close
to the Horse and Donkey house in Sambel Kunda. He was struggling at school and loved to be with the animals and
one of the Gambia Horse and Donkey Trust volunteers, Anna Saillet, took him under her wing and gave extra tuition.
He comes from a large family of subsistence farmers so life has not been easy and Muhamed found refuge at The
Horse and Donkey Trust yard in-between running chores for the family. Under the sponsorship of SSS he continued
on to secondary school in Bansang which is almost two hours away from Sambel Kunda so he had to board. His
education and boarding fees were paid by SSS. When students do their final school exams the results take so long to
come that students quite often have to wait until the following year to apply for college or University so we enrolled
Muhamed on the GHDT Apprenticeship Scheme and he was sponsored by the Rotary Club of Westbourne. This year
the results came earlier and Muhamed had excelled himself with really good results and five credits! Although entries
for college and University had closed, we decided to enquire and they were so impressed with his results that they
offered him a place immediately! Muhamed is now combining his apprenticeship with his studies and lives at the
Makasutu Centre where the older staff can give him support and guidance as it is quite a big step to move from a
very isolated rural area like Sambel Kunda to the big metropolis. We wish him luck with his studies.

MODOU BARRY

Modou Barry who was sponsored through school by SSS had plans to
go to University. He lived in Sambel Kunda but during his gap year he
had some problems as many teenagers do and he missed his opportunity. Life events had caused him to lose his self-confidence and he
too joined Gambia Horse and Donkey Trust on their apprenticeship
programme where he was amongst friends. Thankfully as his
confidence grew, the senior staff persuaded him to follow his dreams
and to apply once more for higher education. He is now studying
Political Science at University and living at our Makasutu centre where
he helps out in his spare time in exchange for rent.
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Can you help?
We are providing support for more and more young
people. When we take them on we have to plan ahead as
we feel we cannot let them down mid way through their
education. Most of them work so hard and as you will see
from the letters, are so grateful for the opportunity of an
education An example of the costs involved are as follows,
Nursery and Primary Education £5 per month. Secondary
School £10 per month, College £14 per month, University
£52 per month, School Books £10, Uniform £5, Equipment
for a school, e.g. exercise books, paint pencils , rubbers
etc. £25. In addition to this there are all sorts of little
extras such as money for text books, extra study fees and
money for trips etc. There are many ways that you can
help, perhaps having a coffee morning or fundraising
event or even by sharing your newsletter with people you
think may be interested. Perhaps you could sponsor a
child as a gift for someone or just make a donation as a gift
for school books, for example someone has recently
sponsored a child for three years as a wedding gift .
The certificates are lovely and your gift will mean so much
to the recipient and the person or school being sponsored.
You are more than welcome to come and visit the beneficiaries and to see the work that we do and you would be
assured of a warm welcome.
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How your support helps...
The support that you give us is used in many ways apart from simply sponsoring individuals. In the last year, apart
from sponsoring all age ranges from nursery to University, we have provided equipment for some schools, paid for
teachers salaries in two schools, helped some of our students with refurbished laptops, paid for transport for some
children and uniforms for others and we have also helped with the supply of textbooks for some of the University
students. Perhaps most exciting is that we are meeting more and more well educated young Gambians who realise
how lucky they have been to receive an education and would like to give something back. One particularly inspiring
young lady is Lala Touray who gives so much of her time for good causes. She is a poet as well as being involved with
an environmental movement and a health charity and as if that wasn’t enough she has set up a group called the Kids
Community Library to help needy children to learn to read and appreciate literature. From time to time she organises
trips out of the city to show these city children the beauty of the natural environment and teach them environmental
responsibility. This of course costs money and it has been a pleasure to provide some of the sponsorship needed to
transport and feed the children on their days out. It is really lovely to be close to the university and the College and
meet such caring and altruistic young people who give their time voluntarily to so many different charitable causes,
especially as funding is so very hard for them to find.

Another letter of thanks to share with you.

“I would like to express my sincere gratitude, to SSS for awarding me the scholarship.

This scholarship came at a time needed most, by my self because I am from a very poor background with
high academic aim but without your support, my aim will be fruitless.
Furthermore, I have no doubt, that this scholarship given to me, will help me in my high educational
pursuit and more importantly, serve my nation with the knowledge I gain from the university.
In addition to what I have just highlighted, it will surely improve my final status; which will help me solve
my family's financial problems.
Finally, may I seize this opportunity, to thank SSS on behalf of my family.
Thank you so much and may you live, to actualize all your dreams.“
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Pay it forward...
There are sometimes rewards in doing something for a sufficient period of time that you can look back and see what
has been achieved. I am the first to confess that sometimes one becomes so embroiled in the day to day
administration of the charities that I cannot stand back and see what has been achieved.
On a recent trip to Sambel Kunda it all came together and it became clear how, with your wonderful support, we are
helping to change people’s lives for the better.
One of our staff members came to me to tell me of a very sick little boy in Sambel Kunda village. He had been
referred to all the regional hospitals but with no improvement. I went to see him and I am always so touched by
Gambian children, they are so stoic in the face of extreme pain. It was very clear that he was in severe pain and
every movement he made caused yet more pain. I phoned one of our previous sponsored pupils who is now not only
a doctor but an excellent doctor. He asked me questions over the phone and I relayed the answers. He asked me to
get the child to one of the main hospitals near the coast as soon as possible as he felt this was not a problem that
could be dealt with in the regional hospitals.
The child’s mother had never been away from the local area and was nervous of travelling to the big city area, so a
young man who we had once sponsored but who is working with us, offered to go with her so she could find her way
to and from the hospital. The child had an extensive stay in the hospital but has now been discharged and returned
home. His medical expenses were paid for by our sister charity Sambel Kunda Village Clinic.
Being able to see the results of sponsoring one child who subsequently saved the life of another child from Sambel
Kunda (and many more too) really bought it home to me that SSS is making a difference to people’s lives.
Since that incident, our young doctor has been awarded a Commonwealth Scholarship and is now pursuing further
studies in UK. Thank you for giving him the opportunity to shine.

News of some of our pupils
We recently went to visit Saikou at St. John’s school for the Deaf.
His sponsors had sent him a parcel for me to deliver. Saikou is
growing so fast and it is lovely to see him communicating so well
through sign language with both the other children and the staff. It is
very frustrating for a child not to be able to hear and both Saikou and
another child, Ismaila who came to our attention a few years ago,
had become very angry and unhappy children and displayed
troubled behaviour. Ismaila was sponsored by a lovely Belgian lady
called Mama Gambia and she has really transformed his life. Whilst I
was with Saikou a tall smiling good looking young man came and
greeted me with a big happy smile, it was Ismaila, I didn’t recognise
him immediately, but what a transformation his years at St. John’s
had bought about! He is such a happy and confident young man now
and that is all thanks to one kind lady taking the time to sponsor
him and showing him that she cared.
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Lamin Touba School
A letter from the headmaster of Lamin Touba Nursery School

“Stella School Scheme has been helping us to pay half of the salaries for each of my four teachers. It has
been a very difficult thing for us because the fees we collect from the school cannot pay for six months
salaries. We are very grateful to you. The school was established in 1999 to help children in the surrounding area to go to school. Most of the children in this school are needy and many of them are orphans and
some are from a very poor background. Thank you”

The Headmaster.

Building links to support education.
We are pleased to be assisting with a project run by the
University of Strathclyde who will be coming out early
next early next year with some teaching staff and
students. They will be working with the Ministry of
Education an will be involved with teacher training. We
have had a long relationship with the University of
Strathclyde and their engineering teams came out
annually to install solar power into many schools in
Central River Region. It is a pleasure to continue the
tradition with their education department by providing
logistical support.
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